Make your water go farther

Supernet Micro-Sprinklers for your strawberries

Another tool for your IPM program for both conventional & organic strawberry production

Low Volume
Lower flow rate/acre reduces runoff

Lower Energy
Get a 35% - 40% reduction* in pumping power - energy rebates may apply

Dust Control
Apply water to minimize dust damage

Mite Suppression
Helps keep optimum conditions for Persimilis mites

Easy Harvesting & Spraying
Sprinklers can be left in the field from transplant through harvest

Transplant Establishment
Maintains moisture where it counts

Reduce Pipe Costs
Reduce rental and storage costs for aluminum pipe

Reduce Labor
Reduce weeding; less heavy lifting; reduce movement of aluminum pipe in and out of the field*

Netafim Supernet
Pressure regulated sprinklers maintain uniform flow across a broad range of pressures.
• Large water passage resists clogging
• Drop down bug-proof plate prevents entry of insects
• Everspin bearing promotes long lasting performance
• Self-flushing diaphragm

We’ll tell how you can start saving while improving your strawberry production by using Netafim Supernet Micro-Sprinklers

* Typical results
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